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1. Introduction
Despite increasingly sophisticated developments in delivering language 
learning courses electronically, the coursebook still remains the main 
means of teaching and learning the target language for most of the millions 
of learners of English as a foreign language throughout the world. For 
example, a British Council survey (2008) revealed that 65% of their 
respondents frequently used a coursebook and only 6% never did. Another 
survey (Tomlinson, 2010) showed that 92% of the respondents used a 
coursebook regularly. Interestingly this survey also revealed that most of 
the respondents were compelled to use a coursebook and that 78% of them 
were very critical of the coursebooks available to them.
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2. What is a Coursebook?
A coursebook is a book addressed to the learners of a language which 
consists of information, advice, texts and activities designed to help them 
to learn their target language. It is usually specific to a particular language 
level and typically gives attention to the learning of grammar, vocabulary 
and pronunciation as well as the development of listening, speaking, 
reading and writing skills. It is divided into units (often with a focus on 
a topic or theme) and each unit is divided into sections focusing on a 
particular learning point or skill. Typically each unit is of a similar length 
and follows a similar format. It is often supplemented by a teacher’s book, 
by a student workbook and by a CD Rom and/or website.
3. What Types of Coursebooks are There?
3.1. Global Coursebooks
A global coursebook is one published commercially to be sold worldwide. 
It aims at catering for any learner at its target level and is usually visually 
appealing to attract custom. However, recently there have been many 
criticisms of the global coursebook for aiming at everybody but actually 
catering for nobody, for lacking authenticity and relevance, for simply 
cloning previous best-sellers and for encouraging materialistic aspiration 
(see Gray, 2010; Masuhara, Haan, Yi & Tomlinson, 2008; Tomlinson, 
2012a; Tomlinson, Dat, Masuhara & Rubdy, 2001; Tomlinson & Masuhara, 
2013). Global coursebooks are usually developed by professional materials 
writers recruited by the publishers.
3.2. Local Coursebooks
A local coursebook is one produced by a ministry of education, institution 
or publisher to be used in a specific national, regional or institutional 
location. Local coursebooks are often written by teams of teachers plus 
local (and sometimes) international materials experts as part of materials 
development projects (see Tomlinson, 2012a, p. 167 for examples). They 
often have the advantage of being more relevant and engaging for their 
target learners than the equivalent global coursebooks but sometimes lack 
the glossy appeal and professional design of their global counterparts 
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3.3. Adapted Coursebooks
Adapted coursebooks are local versions of global coursebooks either 
developed by the international publisher to appeal to specific markets or 
adapted by local experts for a ministry, institution or publisher with the 
permission of the international publisher. They are often more locally 
relevant than their global original but are also often considered less suitable 
than tailor-made local equivalents. 
3.4. Textbooks
A textbook is any book which is intended to promote learning. It could 
be a coursebook (especially in American English) or it could be a book 
designed to teach listening skills or to provide extra grammar practice or to 
prepare students for a particular examination.
4. Current Issues in EFL Coursebook Development and Use
4.1. What is the Value of the Coursebook?
For many years there has been heated debate about whether coursebooks 
are valuable resources for language learning or not. Supporters of the 
coursebook say it provides teachers and students with systematic security, 
that it provides expertise not otherwise available to the teacher, that it 
provides the learner with a means of reinforcement and revision and that 
it saves the teacher and the learner time. Perhaps its biggest attraction 
though is to the administrator as it provides a means of standardisation 
and accountability. Opponents of the coursebook argue that it disempowers 
the teacher, that it can never meet the needs and wants of a specific class 
of learners and that it encourages coverage of teaching points rather than 
facilitation of language acquisition. For discussion of these pros and cons 
see Tomlinson (2012a).
4.2. What Makes an Effective Coursebook?
From my confidential and my published research into what people want 
from a coursebook (e.g., Tomlinson, 2010), it seems that:
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•	 publishers want a book which sells well and is considered to be of 
high quality;
•	 writers want a book which sells well and which enhances their 
reputation;
•	 administrators want a book which helps them to standardise and 
timetable teaching and which helps to prepare students for their 
examinations;
•	 teachers want a book which is easy to plan for and use, which appeals 
to their students and which helps to prepare their students for their 
examinations;
•	 students want a book which is relevant to their needs and wants, 
which engages them and which helps to prepare them for their 
examinations;
•	 practitioners who write about materials development want   a book 
which matches what   research and observation tells us is most likely 
to help learners to understand and use language effectively (e.g. 
Harwood, 2014; Tomlinson, 2013a, 2016).
The ideal coursebook would be one that satisfies all the above requirements. 
Very few coursebooks, if any, have achieved this, but I know of locally 
published coursebooks in Namibia and in Norway which have come close.
4.3. How are Coursebooks Developed?
Most commercial coursebooks are developed by publishers giving a brief 
to two or three professional materials writers to develop a coursebook 
which closes a gap in the market, boasts a distinctively up-to-date feature 
and clones the successful features of currently best-selling coursebooks. 
Most ministry of education and institutional coursebooks are developed by 
educational administrators giving a brief to two or three experts in applied 
linguistics and/or materials development to develop a coursebook which 
prepares students for a new curriculum and/or examination syllabus. In both 
cases the brief usually consists mainly of content specifications rather than 
pedagogical approaches and the writers set out to keep to their brief whilst 
satisfying their implicit principles (see Prowse, 2011). The publishers and/
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or adminstrators usually expect their coursebooks to look like coursebooks 
usually do and are intolerant of radical innovation (Tomlinson, 2013b). 
This usually leads to the writers having to compromise some of their 
principles to satisfy their employers (see Bell & Gower, 2011). 
 Coursebooks used to be trialled with target-level students before 
publication (Donovan, 1998), but nowadays the cost of producing 
a coursebook is so high that cheaper and faster means of evaluating 
draft coursebooks are employed (Amrani, 2011), for example, teacher 
questionnaires and focus groups.
4.4. How should Coursebooks be Developed?
My view after fifty years spent developing, evaluating, using and 
researching coursebooks is that a coursebook should be:
•	 developed by a large team of writers made up of teachers and 
applied linguists (and ideally students) of different genders, ages, 
experience and specialism from the different areas likely to use the 
book. On Target (1994), for example, was written by thirty teachers/
teacher trainers/examiners from different parts of Namibia.
•	 driven both by principled universal criteria of language acquisition 
which apply to any learner of any level anywhere and by local 
criteria which take into account the specific characteristics of the 
actual target contexts of learning (Tomlinson, 2013c). These criteria 
should be developed by the writing team prior to the writing of the 
book and then used for developing units, evaluating units as they 
are drafted and evaluating the units in use prior to the publication 
of the book.
•	 driven by a principled and flexible framework devised (and frequently 
revised) by the writing team. For an example, see Tomlinson (2013d), 
which provides a detailed and exemplified description of the text-
driven framework which was devised and used for the writing of On 
Target (1994) in Namibia.
•	 written quickly so as to maintain the energy and stimulus initially 
generated by the team. On Target (1994), for example, was written 
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in six days and subsequently evaluated and edited by a team of 
advisers.
4.5. How should Coursebooks be Adapted?
There seems to be general agreement (e.g. McDonough, Shaw & Masuhara, 
2013; McGrath 2013) that all coursebooks (no matter how locally specific 
they are) will need to be adapted, not always because of inadequacies in 
their writing, but because of the need for the coursebook to come as close 
as possible to matching the needs and wants of each particular class of 
students and the experience and beliefs of each teacher. It is also commonly 
agreed that adaptation should be preceded by principled analysis and 
evaluation (Tomlinson, 2013c) and that it should aim at maximising the 
potential of the book to stimulate and engage the students both affectively 
and cognitively (Tomlinson, 2013e, 2015).
4.6. How are Coursebooks Used?
Coursebooks can be used as a resource with the teacher (and ideally the 
students) deciding how and when to make use of them. Or they can be used 
as a script with the teacher basing their entire course on them and doing 
exactly what the coursebooks say. We know that young, inexperienced 
teachers and teachers from prescriptive educational cultures typically 
follow their coursebook as a script (Zacharias, 2005; Gray, 2010; Widodo, 
2015), that more confident and well-trained teachers tend to both adapt 
their coursebook and use it a resource (Tsui, 2003; Lee & Bathmaker, 
2007; Widodo, 2015) and that most teachers use it primarily as a means of 
preparing their students for examinations (Pelly & Allison, 2000).
4.7. How should Coursebooks be Used?
There seems to be a consensus that coursebooks should be used flexibly 
so as to cater for each individual in a class and should be designed in such 
a way as to facilitate flexible use (Bao, 2014). Ways of doing this include 
letting learners choose which activities to do and which sequence to do 
them in, encouraging learners to choose from a menu of activities within a 
unit, getting learners to find their own text to use in conjunction with a set 
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of generic activities (Maley, 2011; Masuhara, 2016; Tomlinson, 2013d). 
There also seems to be a consensus that coursebooks should not only be 
adapted but should also be supplemented with, for example, extensive 
reading/listening/viewing, task-based activities and activities encouraging 
learners to experience English outside the classroom.
5. Conclusion
I have provided a brief overview of some of the issues concerning academics 
and practitioners involved the development and use of EFL coursebooks. 
From this glimpse of the field it is apparent that there have been dynamic 
developments recently and that much research, debate and innovation 
is taking place. For more detailed overviews of these issues (and other 
such issues as authenticity, learner autonomy, ideology, evaluation and 
technology) see Tomlinson (2011, 2012a, 2012b and 2012c).
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